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Text of the President’s closing speech to the CDI Conference November 2013 
 
“There’s a revolution in what we are doing and what you are doing” says Neil Robertson 
from EU Skills. “Look forward, not back.  Your argument has failed:  make another one.” 
 
In England, services have been “cauterised” (Denise Bertuchi - Unison); but “good practice is 
not always created through investment of cash” (Karleen Dowden – ASCL) and Karen 
Adriaanse (Ofsted) says Ofsted found evidence that it is possible for any type of school in 
any context to provide good CEIAG. 
 
In Scotland, Graham Allan told us there is an evolution, not a revolution with the Wood 
Commission (note CDI input) recommending a career coach/work coach approach with 
increasing work with employers from the start of secondary education. 
 
In Northern Ireland, Frances reminds us that the Careers Service is in the Department for 
Employment and Learning and that the closeness to government creates an immediate 
responsiveness to the government agenda of social justice, social equality and critically on 
the economic argument, which looks to maximise the return to the individual and the 
economy from public investment in learning and support. 
 
And in Wales, Jo is “optimistic” and reminded us that when resources are squeezed “quality 
has got to out to ensure credibility”, a theme endorsed by Careers England in underscoring 
that its driver is to promote quality and enhance accountability. This was  also the theme 
from Emma Knights, of the National Governors Association, who reminded us too that 
organisations with good governance do not fail; Clive Memmott from Greater Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce  offered his own unique view on the effectiveness of a single 
employer on a governing body. 
 
So, Learning Point , in terms of public investment, the CDI must: 
 

 Emphasise quality and coherence of our sector and 

 Contextualise that quality in terms of value for money; impact and the business case 
of focusing on jobs, productivity and, as Deirdre Hughes has outlined, growth  
 

CIPD also picked up the challenge of employers doing more on CEIAG, offering practical 
support through a toolkit for employers who are worried about the pipeline of talent into 
their workforce. 
 
Brigit Egan introduced us to the concept of a ‘VUCA world’, one where Volatility, 
Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity are forces shaping the future and asked us if we 
have the skills to live in such a world.  I would add that if we as a profession do not have 
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these skills, then how can we support and advise those that do or need to?  And in this 
volatile world is the challenge Deirdre put in front of us of targeting young people or an 
ageing and longer serving workforce. 
 
David Cragg argued for an integrated approach, something close perhaps to Jo Banks’ 
picture of the careers family where employers, providers and the CDI itself has a role to 
play.  Clive too forcefully stated that a focus on structures to enact a national strategy on 
skills is ineffective. 
 
Learning Point 2 is that it’s a dynamic, exhilarating and sometimes dangerous world and we 
must: 
 

a) Recognise that the extent of economic ambiguity is beyond our control, but in our 
influence. 

b) Identify the lifebelts that will keep us and our profession above the water, not the 
weight of history that threatens to pull us under and know that the lifebelt might not 
be the bright orange rubber ring it used to be. 

 
Employers want, need and indeed demand our support across the UK for workforce 
development, talent management, improving competitiveness and enhancing productivity.  
The case has been made by the Chamber of Commerce, CBI, CIPD and on and on. 

 
There is a window for public services throughout the UK and actually colleagues in the 
independent and the talent management market place are already climbing through it. 
 
And so what? What must CDI’s response be?  How must CDI take this forward? 
 
Our agenda is the promotion of quality assured, impactful professional services so, with the 
agreement of the Board, here is our agenda for the coming months. 
 

1. Quality 
 
a) We will continue to develop a clear Progression Pathway, setting out 

qualification standards that describe the levels of competencies that sit at the 
heart of our professional practice. 

b) We will relaunch the UK Register for Career Development Professionals, making 
this the standard of professional practice, embracing as it does, not only a 
qualification, but a commitment to a clear Code of Ethics and ongoing CPD – the 
Register must be seen by users of our services and, critically, by ourselves as the 
hallmark of a cutting edge, up to date practice that recognises the volatility, 
ambiguity and complexity of the labour market and deals with it. 

 
2. Influence 

 
We will move forward with our strategic partnerships on a UK-wide and home nation 
footprint.  The specific actions are: 
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a) To initiate a series of roundtable discussions with the National Governors 
Association; CIPD; EU Skills and the British Chambers of Commerce to consider 
the clear and practical steps we must take to influence career development 
provision in schools and work with employers. 

b) Reinvigorate the existing CDI Business Plan commitment to Home Nations Fora, 
emphasising what we can learn from each other. 

c) Work with the Careers Sector Stakeholder Alliance to set out a clear vision for 
the future for CEIAG provision. 

 
3. Profile 

 
CDI can already point to real successes in media, political and partner relations.  
Practical steps we will take are: 
 
a) Implement our Business Plan commitment to further increase the number of 

individual members, focusing on schools and private providers, and increasing 
affiliate organisations, especially employers. 

b) Widen our influence through the introduction of CDI Patrons, able to advocate 
on our behalf at the highest level of public arenas and in their own networks, e.g. 
business leaders, civic leaders and, yes, that army of SMEs that make up the 
economy. 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this, our first annual conference.  Thank you to all our speakers 
and to you for your active and stimulating engagement.  I invite colleagues to continue the 
dialogue about issues raised, or those you would like to have been raised, with me and Jan 
as Chief Executive. 
 
In establishing the CDI, one of the primary concerns was will it be too diverse; try to be too 
many things?  I believe we have proved we can be, and indeed are one thing: Flexible, agile 
and influential, the CDI is One Voice and a loud one at that. 
 
 
Karen O’Donoghue 
CDI President 
8 November 2013 

  
 


